Revised Committee Agenda
Long-Term Care Committee of Management
July 6, 2020 – 9:30 AM
Electronic Participation
Council Chambers, Grey County Administration Building
1. Call to Order
2. Declaration of Interest
3. Amend the Agenda
That the agenda be amended to add the correspondence from Advantage
Ontario.
4. Delegation
9:30 AM

Jane Sinclair
General Manager, Health and Emergency Services - County of
Simcoe
Long-Term Care in Simcoe County

5. Reports
a. LTCR-CM-20-20 Lee Manor Operational Report April 15, 2020-June 14, 2020
That LTCR-CM-20-20 Lee Manor Operational Report to the Committee of
Management for the period of April 15, 2020-June 14, 2020 be received
for information.
b. LTCR-CM-21-20 Rockwood Terrace Operational Report April 15, 2020-June
14, 2020
That LTCR-CM-21-20 Rockwood Terrace Operational Report to the
Committee of Management for the period of April 15, 2020-June 14, 2020
be received for information.
c. LTCR-CM-22-20 Grey Gables Operational Report April 15, 2020-June 14,
2020
That LTCR-CM-22-20 Grey Gables Operational Report to the Committee
of Management for the period of April 15, 2020-June 14, 2020 be
received for information.
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d. LTCR-CM-23-20 COVID-19 Update
That report LTCR-CM-23-20 regarding a Long Term Care COVID-19
Status Update be received for information.
6. Correspondence
a. Resolution from the City of Sarnia - Long Term Care Home
Improvements
That the resolution from the City of Sarnia regarding long – term
care home improvements be received for information.
b. Correspondence from Chatham – Kent – Issues in Long-Term Care
and Establishing a Long-Term Care Commission
That the County of Grey support the letter from Chatham – Kent
regarding issues being faced by the long-term care sector and the
Province establishing a Commission on long-term care.
c. Correspondence from Chatham – Kent – Supporting the Psychological
and Emotional Well-Being of Long-Term Care home residents
That the correspondence from Chatham – Kent regarding the
need to support the psychological and emotional well-being of
long-term care residents be supported.
d. Correspondence regarding Immediate Actions to Prevent Further
COVID-19 Outbreaks in Long-Term Care Homes
That the correspondence from Advantage Ontario regarding
immediate actions to prevent further COVID-19 Outbreaks in Longterm care homes be received for information.
7. Redevelopment Update
8. Next Meeting Date
a. September 8, 2020
9. Adjournment
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Grey County Operations Report to Committee of Management
Open Session
Submission Date: July 6, 2020
Information for the months of: April 15 – June 14, 2020

Endorsed by Council:
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Quality
Publicly reported indicators/Survey Results
Q4 2020 (January – March 2020)
Indicates Better than Ontario Average
Indicates Worse than Ontario Average

Lee Manor
Ontario
Average

Q1
Apr-Jun/19

Q2
JulSept/19

Q3
Oct-Dec/19

Q4
Jan-Mar/20

Improved or remained
independent in mid-loss ADL

28.7%

34.1%

35.3%

35.7%

35.6%

Worsened ADL

34.4%

40.8%

37.5%

39.7%

39.2%

Worsened behavioural
symptoms

12.5%

10.4%

9.9%

9.1%

8.7%

Worsened mood from
symptoms of depression

22.2%

24.3%

20.2%

19.5%

19.2%

Taken antipsychotics without
a diagnosis of psychosis

18.5%

19.8%

17.8%

16.1%

15.1%

Has fallen

16.4%

11.4%

11.9%

12.9%

14.7%

2.5%

2.0%

2.4%

2.4%

3.2%

2.0%

1.6%

1.8%

1.7%

2.8%

3.4%

1.7%

1.6%

1.9%

2.3%

17.6%

19.0%

17.1%

17.0%

20.1%

5.6%

3.3%

3.5%

2.7%

1.9%

9.5%

8.6%

9.1%

7.9%

5.9%

Indicator

Worsened stage 2 to 4
pressure ulcer
New stage 2 to 4
pressure ulcer
Daily physical restraints
Worsened bladder
continence
Has pain
Worsened pain

The 4th quarter data from the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) shows that
Lee Manor continues to make improvements in several areas and remains above the
provincial average in all but two publicly reported areas. Improvements are reflective of
ongoing focused initiatives and data accuracy.
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Quality improvement programs continue for worsened mood from symptoms of
depression, taken antipsychotics without a diagnosis of psychosis and wound
care/pressure ulcers.

Ministry of Long-Term Care (MOLTC) Compliance Orders
/Inspection Findings Summary
A Ministry of Long-Term Care Inspector was in the Care Community on June 8, 9, 10, 11
and 12 to follow-up to four Critical Incidents and one complaint.
There were no areas of non-compliance with the inspection, see attached report.
MOLTC Critical Incident System Public Report June 16 2020

Outbreaks
There have been no outbreaks during the reporting period.

People
We continue to expand our team of dedicated staff at Lee Manor and are pleased to add
Emergency Support Workers (ESW) to our list of personnel. We have hired seven ESW’s
to support the Dietary, Programs and Nursing departments. Their assistance has enabled
the Care Community to maintain service delivery standards and quality care throughout
the pandemic.
We are happy to welcome Janice Campbell to the Grey County family as the Health and
Safety Manager. Janice wasted no time in reaching out to support our Care Community in
this capacity, we look forward to building our relationship and working more closely with
Janice in long term care.
Lee Manor is recruiting for the Office Coordinator position. We have been utilizing one of
our redeployed staff members and the County finance department to provide office
support during this transition.
We would like to extend our gratitude to our Grey County staff partners who so willingly
answered the call to support Lee Manor with evolving pandemic challenges. Our five
redeployed staff have become a part of the team and have created meaningful
connections with residents and staff. The IT department has also been a pivotal partner in
making the “Colour It Connect” program a success. They immediately and eagerly
conquered the task of creating a convenient and user-friendly online booking system to
support resident and family virtual, window and outdoor visits. All our County partners are
truly “Colour It Heroes”!

LTCR-CM-20-20
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Projects, Location Events and Other
Despite the challenges of COVID-19 the staff are committed as ever to “Colour It” and
have developed some innovative activities and projects to keep spirits running high.










Residents and staff have enjoyed the opportunity to have fun and be creative with
video technology. Together they have created a series of videos featuring their
photographs and special messages. Our latest video was made in honour of
Seniors’ Month, showcasing our resident’s best advice to their viewers. This video
was shared with Advantage Ontario and was featured on their webinar and social
media pages. The videos are included in the links below:
o “Smile, All In This Together”
o “1 World Song”
o "Seniors' Month"
In honour of Volunteer’s Week we mailed our volunteers custom cards, specially
crafted by residents, thanking them for their commitment and dedication to Lee
Manor. Residents were thrilled to be involved in this process and to recognize our
volunteers.
Residents celebrated Mother’s Day with a special delivery of tea and scones. The
ladies enjoyed using our fine china and getting their photograph taken to share with
family. This day was a team effort as our nursing staff ensured the ladies were
“photo ready.” We received a generous donation of carnations, ensuring each of the
ladies received a flower on Mother’s Day. The staff also delivered crafted door
hangers to each of the women in the home, painted by one of our residents.
The Recreation staff continue to seek out opportunities for small group programs
within the home areas that maintain physical distancing. Some examples of small
groups that have been pulled together include stretch and breathing exercises,
music videos and movies, bingo, and crafts. With the weather warming up, the
residents have also been enjoying opportunities to soak up the sun in the courtyard
and take in the sights and sounds of the season. Residents have been especially
impressed with the colourful blooms in the planter boxes. Next, we hope to reinstate
picnic lunches on the patio.
Residents participated in an intergenerational project with a local class of Grade 5
students. The students wrote and emailed letters to our residents, sharing stories
about themselves, how they have been coping with the pandemic and asking about
the residents. The Recreation staff delivered the letters and collected the resident
responses, as well as some photographs. The residents were so thankful to receive
the letters and to hear from the youth in their community. This project demonstrated
the importance of intergenerational connections and ensuring our residents feel a
greater sense of community despite current limitations.

LTCR-CM-20-20
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Just in time for Mother’s Day, window visits were arranged, allowing families to
come and see their loved one at one of the three visiting areas on the main floor. To
date, we have hosted over 150 window visits. We continue to offer the Colour It
Connect program to residents and families, wherein they can receive weekly
videocalls through Skype or FaceTime, or telephone calls and/or emails. To date
we have offered over 900 virtual connections!
We have received guidance from the Ministry related to the next phase of visiting.
Residents and families are eager for the expansion of outdoor visits that will be
initiated in the near future.

Occupancy
2020 Occupancy Data

Reporting Period

Year to Date

99.98%

99.22%

Move-Ins

3

21

Discharges

5

18

Occupancy

Stakeholders (i.e. Ministry of Labour, Public Health, Fire)
There have been no visits from stakeholders during the reporting period.

Environmental (i.e. Emergency Preparedness, Occupational Health and Safety)
Fire drills were performed monthly on all three shifts.
Several interventions have been implemented in response to COVID-19. Please refer to
the Grey County Long Term Care COVID-19 Update for specific details.

Written Complaints Summary
There were no written complaints received during the reporting period.

Compliments/ Colour It Story
Our “Colour It Compliments” display board continues to grow with an overwhelming
showcase of support from family and community members. Uplifting cards and phone
calls, notes of thanks, sponsored meals and treats to fuel the staff and even homemade
scrub caps. Every gesture serves as inspiration and motivation!

LTCR-CM-20-20
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Internally our staff have gone above and beyond sharing their passion and talents for the
sake of Colouring It for the residents. Sharing musical talents, hairdressing skills and
creating spontaneous theme days have brightened the spirits of all.

Resident/Family Council Updates
In Lieu of Resident Council meetings, we have created a bulletin to keep residents
informed throughout COVID-19. We discussed this concept with the Resident Council
Executive, who granted approval for the bulletin. We released the first edition of the
“Colour It Connection: Resident Edition” on June 8th, 2020. The bulletin was delivered to
active members of Resident Council and posted at all resident communication boards. The
bulletin spoke to various aspects of the home, including: COVID-19, Infection Control,
Bathing Schedules, Food/Meal Service, and highlights throughout the home. The residents
responded positively to the bulletin and were thankful to be informed. As pertinent
information arises, we will provide ongoing updates via the bulletin.
In consultation with the Family Council Chair, hosting a virtual Family Council meeting was
well received and has been scheduled for June 16th. Invitations have been extended to our
current membership who is eager to connect virtually this month.
Jennifer Cornell continues to provide webinar updates to family members as information
arises that pertains to all three homes.

LTCR-CM-20-20
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Rockwood Terrace

Grey County Operations Report to Committee of Management
Open Session
Submission Date: July 6, 2020
Information for the Months of April 15 – June 14, 2020

Endorsed by Council:
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Quality
Publicly reported indicators/Survey Results
Q4 2020 (January – March 2020)
Indicates Better than Ontario Average
Indicates Worse than Ontario Average

Indicator
Improved or remained
independent in mid- loss
ADL
Worsened ADL
Worsened behavioural
symptoms
Worsened mood from
symptoms of depression
Taken antipsychotics
without a diagnosis of
psychosis
Has fallen
Worsened stage 2 to 4
pressure ulcer
New stage 2 to 4 pressure
ulcer
Daily physical restraints
Worsened bladder
continence
Has pain
Worsened pain

Ontario
Average

Rockwood Terrace
Q1
Apr-Jun 19

Q2
Jul-Sept 19

Q3
Oct-Dec/19

Q4
Jan-Mar/20

28.7%

37%

37.5%

38.7%

40.4%

34.4%

33.7%

29.9%

29.9%

23.3%

12.5%

13%

12.2%

11.8%

11.3%

22.2%

23.3%

16.7%

15.6%

15.5%

18.5%

5%

2.7%

1.9%

1.7%

16.4%

13.3%

11.9%

13.0%

14.6%

2.5%

4.4%

3.1%

3.0%

1.7%

2.0%

4.1%

2.9%

2.9%

1.5%

3.4%

1.7%

1.5%

1.5%

1.2%

17.6%

21.1%

20.5%

16.3%

13.8%

5.6%

0.20%

1.0%

1.6%

2.0%

9.5%

7.9%

5.5%

7.3%

5.8%

The 4th quarter data from the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) is
provided for your review. Rockwood Terrace is better than the Provincial Average in all
twelve of the indicators for this period. Congratulations to the Rockwood clinical team
for their hard work and dedication.
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Ministry of Long-Term Care (MOLTC) Compliance Orders
/Inspection Findings Summary
There have been no visits from the Ministry of Long-Term Care during the reporting
period.
Ministry staff have been in contact with the Care Community to offer support and
information related to staff on call seven days per week.

Outbreaks
There have been no outbreaks during the reporting period.

People
The Team at Rockwood Terrace would like to extend a sincere thanks to County Team
Members who were redeployed to our Care Community particularly earlier in this
pandemic situation. These folks helped in maintenance, programs and provided mask
fit testing.
We recently hired three Emergency Support Workers to provide assistance in the
nursing department. We have also had team members from other departments accept
these shifts when all other options have been exhausted-what an amazing team effort!

Projects, Location Events and Other
Despite the many restrictions Rockwood is following due to the Covid-19 restrictions,
the Care Community continues to be surrounded by caring staff, happy residents and
grateful families. It truly is a fulfilling time to be working in long term care and being able
to support residents and families during this challenging time.
Staff at the home are trying to be creative and still bring happiness into the home as we
unite together to keep the virus out and keep our residents safe and emotionally
supported.
Many of you may have already seen this video that was made early in May and was
posted on the County Facebook Page. The idea came about when the leadership team
felt the residents and staff needed a little boost. It clearly shows the team spirit, love
and care in the home.
Rockwood Terrace - We are 1 Song Video

LTCR-CM-21-20
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Rockwood Terrace made Mother’s Day and the days leading up to it very special for all
the ladies in our home. Cara from the Program Department shared her musical talents
up and down the halls as residents danced and sang along. This was greatly enjoyed
by everyone and wonderful to hear music filling the home.
We usually hold an annual spa for the ladies, and this year our spa was taken on the
road! Program staff went to see all the ladies one on one and ensured everyone had at
least one special treatment such as a hair set, hand massage, facial or manicure.
The ladies of Rockwood received corsages that were delivered to them on Mother’s Day
by our Leadership Team. A special breakfast and dinner were served as well as many
window and virtual visits. Please watch the following video that was prepared by
Rockwood Terrace staff on Mother’s Day.
Rockwood Terrace - Mother's Day Video
Most Sundays we continue to sing O’Canada at noon joining an initiative to unite
Canada. During these unprecedented times, it is important for the country to stand
together. It is with this intention that #CanadaTogether was initiated. This national
initiative is aimed to inspire, educate and engage Canadians to band together and to
support front line workers in the fight against Covid-19.
On Sunday May 31st, Resident Karen McManus joined Recreation Team Member Cara
in singing the anthem over our P.A. She was thrilled to be involved and we continue to
include residents that are interested to take part.
Nicer weather has allowed many residents the chance to get outside for a walk or enjoy
the fresh air. Music in the garden with Cara has been a popular event where residents
have the luxury of being able to spread out and enjoy the tunes. Some residents have
got their tomato plants planted, others enjoy finding a shady spot to read a book while
some simply like to relax and enjoy the warm sun shining. We are lucky to have this
beautiful outdoor space and are taking full advantage of it!
We got the green light to begin small group programming during this time with specific
parameters and no more than 4 residents from the same home area plus one staff
together at once. Residents were delighted to begin exercise classes again with the
Physiotherapy Staff and have also had some small group socials and discussions with
the program staff and the Chaplain.
Our Chaplain Pastor Dianne Drysdale has continued her visits to the Care Community
since the restrictions were initially put into place. She felt, as did we, that spiritual and
emotional support was needed for residents. Pastor Dianne comes into the home three
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days a week and visits residents one on one. She follows the same protocols staff do
and we are very grateful for her support to our residents during this time. Residents
have been able to lean on Pastor Dianne, pray with her and even sing a few hymns
together on a regular basis.
Virtual and Window visits continue to be supported by the Recreation Staff and are very
popular with many residents and families. Thus far the program staff are proud to share
that they have supported 525 virtual visits (facetime and skype), 175 window visits, 2
zoom funerals and one zoom wedding! Families are getting quite creative when they
visit, some bring their pets, bright colourful signs, and one visit not only supported the
resident’s birthday it allowed the resident to meet her great granddaughter for the first
time. As you observe and support these visits, it is heartwarming to watch the hands
reaching up and touching the glass of the windowpane at the same time, lots of kisses
thrown and even hugging themselves at the same time as they look at one another
through the window.
June is Seniors Month and we have placed posters around the home in honour of
Seniors. We have a few things planned later in the month to officially salute the seniors
of Rockwood Terrace.

Occupancy
2020 Occupancy Data

Reporting Period

Year to Date

98.3%

98.87%

Move-Ins

2

17

Discharges

4

16

Occupancy

Stakeholders (i.e. Ministry of Labour, Public Health, Fire)
There have been no visits from Stakeholders during the reporting period.

Environmental (i.e. Emergency Preparedness, Occupational Health and Safety)
Fire drills were held on all shifts for April and May.
The Care Community is currently renewing mask fit testing for all team members.
Several interventions have been put in place related to COVID-19-please see Grey
County Long-Term Care COVID-19 Update.

LTCR-CM-21-20
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Written Complaints Summary
There were no written complaints during the reporting period.

Compliments/ Colour It Story
We continue to experience amazing support from the Community and families. One
family member created a lovely wood sign thanking the staff which we have placed in
the staff room. Another family member painted a stone which now greets and thanks all
staff as they report for work.
A PSW team member has personally purchased a “treat” for each resident from the tuck
shop on at least three different occasions during the quarantine-true Colour It Passion!
We also continue to receive cards and notes of thanks related to care provided.

Resident/Family Council Updates
There have been no Resident of Family Council meetings during the reporting period.
However, we continue to keep everyone informed and up to date with newsletters,
special memos and of course virtual family calls with Jennifer.

LTCR-CM-21-20
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Grey Gables

Grey County Operations Report to Committee of Management Open
Session
Submission Date: July 6, 2020
Information for the Months of April 15 – June 14, 2020

Endorsed by Council:
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Quality
Publicly reported indicators/Survey Results
Q4 2020 (January – March 2020)
Indicates Better than Ontario Average
Indicates Worse than Ontario Average
Grey Gables
Indicator

Ontario
Average

Q1
Apr-Jun/19

Q2
July-Sept/19

Q3
Oct-Dec/19

Q4
Jan-Mar/20

28.7%

31.0%

29.0%

28.3%

26.3%

34.4%

34.8%

30.4%

31.7%

37.0%

12.5%

14.0%

13.4%

14.1%

16.5%

Worsened mood from symptoms of
depression

22.2%

25.0%

26.6%

28.1%

31.5%

Taken antipsychotics without a
diagnosis of psychosis
Has fallen

18.5%

14.4%

8.4%

6.8%

7.4%

16.4%

16.8%

15.9%

15.4%

12.2%

2.5%

2.2%

1.2%

1.6%

1.7%

2.0%

1.8%

1.1%

1.1%

1.2%

3.4%

0.0%

0%

0%

0%

Worsened bladder continence
Has pain

17.6%

22.1%

19.8%

14.2%

14.9%

5.6%

1.2%

1.2%

2.0%

1.6%

Worsened pain

9.5%

13.3%

8.4%

7.2%

8.2%

Improved or remained independent in
mid-loss ADL
Worsened ADL

Worsened behavioural symptoms

Worsened stage 2 to 4 pressure ulcer
New stage 2 to 4 pressure ulcer
Daily physical restraints

The Q4 data was recently released by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI). Grey Gables
continues to make improvements in a number of areas, specifically in the areas of worsened ADL,
Worsened Mood from symptoms of depression and Worsened behavioural symptoms. These numbers
are a reflection of the continued and focused improvement initiatives and consistency of data.

Ministry of Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) Compliance Orders
/Inspection Findings Summary
There have been no visits from the Ministry of Long-Term Care during the reporting period.
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Ministry staff have been in contact with the Care Community to offer support and information sharing
regarding staffing and PPE.
Grey Gables has not received any follow up on the Director Referral issued on Feb 18, 2020.

Outbreaks
The Care Community had a suspected outbreak following the Universal swabbing of 110 Employees and
68 Residents on May 13th. There was one positive result for an employee and as a result the home was
required to be put into suspected outbreak status until further testing was conducted. The original swab
was retested and 2 additional swabs were taken. Those results were negative and the original result
was determined to be a false positive. All other swabs for residents and staff were negative. As a result,
the home ended the suspected outbreak in consultation with the Health Unit and it was determined no
actual outbreak occurred.

People
Grey Gables continues to hire for all departments. We implemented a new Emergency Support Worker
position for 90 days with the option to extent if required. We currently have 4 ESW’s hired and trained
along with the County redeployed staff for screening at the entrance, supporting the program
department, folding laundry, assisting in the nursing and dietary departments.
We have utilized one of the ESW’s to provide much needed hair care service to our Residents. A huge
thank you to the entire Grey Gables team and redeployed staff for the amazing care and support given.
We are so thankful to live in a such a wonderfully supportive community. Over this period, we have
received numerous acts of kindness from the Markdale community. We have received scrub caps, pizza,
Coffee & Donuts, headbands, Masks (PPE), painted rocks (because we “Rock”) and letters of support
that help to keep everyone’s spirits high.
On June 11th and 12th the surveillance and detection testing was offered to staff as directed by Ontario
Health. 33 tests were conducted and all results negative.
April was National Volunteer Week and we are fortunate to have so many dedicated and caring volunteers
who donate their time, skills, and resources in Grey County. Although we cannot currently welcome our
volunteers into the home, they are certainly in our hearts and minds and our appreciation and gratitude
is stronger than ever.

Projects, Location Events and Other
Grey Gables staff have been very creative in the events/programs that they have offered to the
Residents. With the many restrictions the care community is still able to keep our Residents and
Families in touch and happy.
May’s focus has always been around Mother’s Day and celebrating the amazing ladies that live at Grey
Gables. Despite the restrictions we were able to pull off a very successful day. Every single lady
received a fresh bouquet of flowers and a beautiful hand-crafted card. Carts went into each home area
full of spa supplies, red velvet cupcakes and real teacups and saucers. Facetime chats, window visits and
LTCR-CM-22-20
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special deliveries were enjoyed by many of our Mothers as well. It was our goal to ensure each Mother
at Grey Gables touched base with at least one family member and we happily succeeded that goal.
Despite the weather – it was the best we could hope for with the visitor restrictions in place.
Music is the international language and Grey Gables embraced the challenge of the #weare1worldsong.
The program department had a great time putting a video together highlighting as many of our residents
as possible. This video represents all the wonderful things that are alive and well in our home. Please
click on the link below to watch the video.
Grey Gables "We are 1 World Song Video"
Although our traditional LTC calendar of events has been altered, program staff have continued to
engage our Residents with activities that bring joy and fulfillment. With keeping the three home areas
segregated from one another, programming is happening in the home areas as opposed to our
traditional program format held in the centre- core. We have successfully implemented programs such
as BINGO (1 person per table), cocktails in the garden, ice cream cart and bird house crafts & lots of
gardening. Facetime, Skype and window visits remain a huge part of our day. With the arrival of the
warm weather we are happy that both garden areas are open and ready for use. Many of our Residents
are spending time outdoors enjoying the warm sunshine and the wonderful sounds of spring.
Meeting the emotional, mental and spiritual wellbeing of our Residents continues to be a top priority.
We have the Chaplain & social worker offering weekly support via Facetime. Residents are watched
closely for signs of mental or emotional decline. Both the chaplain and social worker are able to provide
support through virtual technology. We are also broadcasting church services weekly on the big screen
from Annesley United or Markdale Baptist Church.
Annual Care Conference & six-week care conferences have continued throughout this period.
Teleconference style meetings have been held with the resident and their substitute decision
makers/POA’s based on the anniversary date of their Residents’ admission. This is a traditional ministry
mandate that was halted during the pandemic; however, we have been able to continue with our
regular schedule, recognizing the importance these discussions have in the care of the resident. We’ve
received positive feedback from every family we’ve touched base with. Lots of great questions are
received and constructive dialogue has always resulted.

Occupancy
2020 Occupancy Data

Reporting Period

Year to Date

99.5

99.77

Move-Ins

3

12

Discharges

3

9

Occupancy
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Stakeholders (i.e. Ministry of Labour, Public Health, Fire)
During the reporting period there were no visits from stakeholders during the reporting period. Weekly
the Executive Director is meeting with Public Health and MOH in regard to COVID 19 updates.

Environmental (i.e. Emergency Preparedness, Occupational Health and Safety)
Code Red was practiced on all three shifts in April, May and June.
Capital projects have been a challenge with business’s shut down. We have received our order of beds
and we are slowing working away at as business’s start opening again.
Signage and screening tools are in place as related to the COVID 19 and continue to be updated when
changes are made. PPE Supplies continue to be ordered and inventory reviewed daily.
During this pandemic, the tables in the dining rooms were spaced apart and more tables added to
support 2 residents per table. The Resident home areas have remained closed and rotate each day to
be open to the centre core.
In the Staff room we adjusted furniture to allow for physical distancing. Universal masking continues to
be in place for all team members.
Isolation rooms have been utilized for the isolation of Residents either new admission or until test
results come back.

Written Complaints Summary
There were no written complaints received during the reporting period.

Compliments/ Colour It Story
The home and staff continue to receive several compliments and gestures of thanks (Food, Coffee, scrub
caps, headbands etc) from residents and their family members throughout the reporting period.
The staff work hard to Colour It for residents daily, they go above and beyond to ensure the Residents
are feeling at home and loved. One example of a Colour it story is when one of the Recreation staff was
able to coordinate with a local funeral home to support a resident to attend a funeral through facetime.

Resident/Family Council Updates
Family Council held a virtual meeting on May 26th. We had most of our traditional members on the
zoom call and great discussion was held. An update was given by the home and lots of best wishes and
accolades were expressed by the families. This format worked very well, and a second meeting has
been scheduled for Thursday June 25th.
Formal Residents’ Council meetings have been cancelled since Covid 19 started but OARC (Ontario
Association of Residents Councils) has been a great resource for us. Communication tools have been
provided to help us communicate the ever-changing information to our Residents. Regular
communication with the Residents continues to be a priority for the staff of the home.
LTCR-CM-22-20
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To:

Chair and Members of the Committee of Management

Committee Date:
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LTC COVID-19 Status Update

Prepared by:
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Status:

Recommendation
1. That report LTCR-CM-23-20 regarding a Long Term Care COVID-19 Status
Update be received for information.

Executive Summary
In the last month we have seen the community slowly reopen. The teams in the homes
remain strong and dedicated to protecting and supporting residents, families and the
community. As the child care centres reopen, we have seen an increase in staff
returning to work. We currently do not have any COVID-19 cases or outbreaks at any of
the three homes. The communities have continued to rally behind our homes and have
shown their support by numerous food donations, PPE supplies, gratitude through
emails, cards and letters, etc.

Updates
On May 31 the Ministry directed all long term care homes to implement Interval Testing
for staff, twice in the month of June. There are people in the community that are
asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic, and this style of surveillance testing may help early
detection of positive COVID cases. All three homes completed their second round of
interval testing on June 30th.
On June 1st, the Ministry of Long Term Care announced that the resident co-payment
has been frozen for six months. This means the daily rate remains the same until
December 31, 2020. The rate reduction program is still on schedule and communication
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has been shared updating residents and families on both these items. The Ministry also
mentioned that homes will not lose any revenue due to the rate freeze by fully funding
the level of care increases that would have been collected from basic accommodation
co-payments and compensating the homes for the preferred accommodation premium
increases that would have been applicable.
The updated version to Directive #3 was released on June 10, that outlined new
guidelines for admissions from hospital, outdoor visiting and clarification regarding the
outbreak definition. A guidance document for Resuming Visiting in long term care
homes outlined that as of June 18th outdoor visits could resume; Grey Gables had
outdoor visits booked on this day and Lee Manor and Rockwood Terrace followed suit
on June 19th, perfect timing for the Father’s Day weekend. Our homes worked
extremely hard to implement the guidelines and new procedures to ensure the safety of
everyone; outdoor shaded structure, active screening, infection control measure, PPE
supplies, physical distancing, 30 minute scheduled visits, all visitors must have a
negative COVID testing within 14 days of visit and education must be provided to all
visitors. The Colour It promise speaks to the importance of our resident’s overall health
and wellbeing and our teams were very committed to a successful roll out. The visits
were very organized and well received by all. This was a team effort and involved the
County’s IT department creating the online scheduling tool for all three homes, updating
the electronic screener to include a visitor screener, updating of our webpages with all
of the educational resources. The purchasing team also assisted to source out
appropriate PPE for visitors.
The Colour It Connect program continues to be busy with the scheduling of facetime,
window and outdoor visits along with numerous phone calls, emails etc. Program staff
have started small group activities in home areas and residents are getting a chance to
get outside and enjoy the beautiful gardens. Local entertainers have been providing
outdoor concerts and the homes will be soon be planning BBQs and picnics for the
season. The Ministry released a Personal Service Setting document on June 17th that
has assisted the planning stages for reintroducing personal care services including
haircare services.
With increased testing, there is a higher risk of a positive test result whether it be a true
or false result. Directive 3 has also provided guidelines when dealing with a probable
false positive which allows the home to be placed in a suspect outbreak while Public
Health quickly retests the individual. New admissions from the hospital can now occur
as long as the guidelines have been followed. Restrictions have been added to reduce
the chance of spread of COVID 19 in 3 and 4 bed rooms by limiting those rooms to only
2 residents. This change will not affect any of our homes but will affect 147 beds across
Grey and Bruce.
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As we move forward, our focus is on developing a plan to introduce Designated Care
Partners. Our commitment to our residents and their loved ones is to provide a safe way
to support residents that allows for the much needed emotional and mental wellbeing a
family member can provide. Our homes have created a planning and coordinating
committee that will work together to balance the needs of the residents and the risks of
spread of infection. This will be a partnership that will include the residents, families and
staff and we hope to have the details finalized shortly.
With all these changes, continued communication with families and staff is very
important. We recently held a virtual family meeting to discuss the Directive #3 changes
and also send regular updates through the monthly newsletter (MailChimp campaigns).
There is a virtual staff meeting planned for this week to provide details related to
pandemic pay along with the introduction to the Designated Care Partners.

Partnerships
During the pandemic many sectors have joined forces to provide support to one
another. Recently the South West Regional Non Hospital Pandemic Planning
Committee (Director Cornell is a member) provided a tool kit to all long term care homes
to assist with the implementation of the new visitor guidelines. A new Infection
Prevention and Control Committee has been developed to look at implementing
processes and support for all healthcare sectors.
Going forward work continues on new strategies, implementing outbreak protocols,
managing and monitoring PPE supplies and ensuring ongoing communication. Our
homes are thankful for the support from the CAO, Senior Management team and the
staff in all departments, we recognize that we are in this together as we Colour It for our
residents, families, staff and communities.

Appendices and Attachments
None
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THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF SARNIA
City Clerk’s Office
255 Christina Street N. PO Box 3018
Sarnia ON Canada
N7T 7N2
519 332-0330 519 332-3995 (fax)
519 332-2664 (TTY)
www.sarnia.ca
clerks@sarnia.ca
June 24, 2020
To: All Ontario Municipalities
Re: Long Term Care Home Improvements
At its meeting held on June 22, 2020, Sarnia City Council adopted the following
resolution submitted by Councillor Margaret Bird with respect to the conditions
in Long Term Care homes exposed by the pandemic:
That due to the deplorable conditions exposed by the pandemic
in LTC homes in the province, and because this is a time for
action, not just continuous streams of investigations,
commissions and committees, and because the problems have
been clearly identified, that Sarnia City Council direct staff to
send this motion to the 444 Ontario Municipalities, asking them
to urge Premier Ford to start implementing the required
resolutions immediately, as follows:
1. increasing hours for all part-time and casual labour
2. since the government provides funding for privatelyoperated homes, they have an obligation to inspect these
homes and see that they are being properly run, and that funds
are being used for the benefit of the residents and not the huge
profitability of the operators, and
3. to end the neglect and unacceptable conditions being
experienced, each day, by our vulnerable seniors.
Sarnia City Council respectfully seeks your endorsement of this resolution. If
your municipal council endorses this resolution, we would request that a copy
of the resolution be forwarded to the following:
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Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario; and
City of Sarnia, City Clerk’s Office
clerks@sarnia.ca
Sincerely,

Dianne Gould-Brown
City Clerk
cc: AMO
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June 19, 2020
Richard Steele
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Long-Term Care
6th Floor, 400 University Avenue
Toronto, ON
M5G 1S5
Re: Immediate Actions to Prevent Further COVID-19 Outbreaks in
Long-Term Care Homes
Dear Deputy Steele,
I want to begin by thanking you and your staff for your tireless efforts to support long-term care
(LTC) homes over the last few months. You have been incredibly receptive and responsive to our
many suggestions and recommendations to protect the residents and staff who are living and
working in Ontario’s LTC homes.
As you are aware, LTC has been the hardest hit sector of the COVID-19 pandemic in Ontario,
Canada and around the world. System-level issues that existed long before the pandemic have
contributed to the devastating impacts of COVID-19 on LTC homes across the province.
We recognize that the government will soon launch an independent commission into Ontario’s
LTC system, and we look forward to informing and participating in that process. However, while
the commission undertakes its work, the LTC sector must continue to be supported to prevent
further COVID-19 outbreaks in homes. These supports must be based on person-centred and
emotional-based models of care and it will be important for the Ministry to support initiatives to
provide this type of care.
As such, in this letter, we are putting forward two sets of recommendations as follows:
1. Existing Measures that Must Remain in Place During the Pandemic
Recommendations regarding existing pandemic-related protocols, practices, and policies
currently in place that we believe must be kept in effect to help keep residents safe.
2. Additional Measures Required to Prevent Further COVID-19 Outbreaks
Recommendations on long-standing issues where we believe action is critical to prevent a
second wave of outbreaks, because our residents, their families, and our staff deserve
nothing less.
Please find these recommendations outlined in detail below.
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1. Existing Measures that Must Remain in Place During the Pandemic
A. HHR Supports
i)

Continue to Allow Redeployment and Flexibility in Staffing

In mid-April, the provincial government issued an Emergency Order allowing for the
redeployment of staff from other health care settings to LTC homes to provide personal
support services, homemaking and/or other professional services. The Ministry also
implemented regulation changes that allowed homes to use certain staff such as PSW
assistants and RAI coordinators to perform other duties as needed. Both strategies were
critical to support homes in addressing short term human resource issues. We
recommend that the province continue to allow redeployment of staff into the LTC sector
as needed. The province should also continue to allow flexibility regarding who provides
care in the LTC sector until the staffing issues are adequately addressed.
ii)

Maintain the Emergency Order Restricting Workers to a Single Site

In April, the government issued an Emergency Order restricting LTC staff from working
in more than one LTC home, retirement home, or health care setting. In order to
continue to protect residents and staff during the pandemic, which is expected to last
months or even years, this order must continue to be upheld.
Given our experience and learnings in the first few months of this pandemic, we further
recommend that the Ministry extend this to restrict healthcare workers from working in
any other workplaces.
These measures will greatly reduce the possibility of infection spread from other health
care or workplace locations into LTC homes, which is critical to helping keep residents
safe and should apply regardless of any collective agreements in place.
B. Other
i)

Continue Prevention and Containment Funding and Extend Pandemic
Pay

Since the onset of the pandemic, homes have needed financial support to prevent and
contain the COVID-19 outbreak. It is imperative that the additional funding the province
has provided must continue to allow homes to receive reimbursement for essential costs
that keep residents safe, such as:
 Personal protective equipment (PPE)
 Increased cleaning regimes
 Increased staff to support enhanced cleaning activities
 Increased staff to screen visitors
In the short-term the Ministry must continue to provide containment funding and
should consider rolling this into the base funding for LTC homes. In the long-term, the
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Ministry must commit to growing this funding to meet actual costs that we know exceed
the current amount homes have received.
In addition, the Ministry should continue to fund the pandemic pay increase that is
currently in place and should also consider making this pay available to managers,
particularly those working on the front lines of care. This pay has been critical to
supporting retention in the short term and will continue to assist with this issue in the
longer term as well.
ii)

Maintain Restrictions on Visiting as Per New Policy

We recognize the critical role family caregivers play in the physical health and emotional
well-being of LTC residents. The Ministry should consider options that keep residents
safe while keeping them connected with families. For example, rather that prescribe one
outdoor visit for 30 minutes per week, the Ministry could consider alternatives such as
virtual, window or unlimited outdoor visits and provide the funding needed to support
the alternatives. Homes should have flexibility in determining frequency based on their
available resources.
It will be important, however, that the Ministry continue to follow the best medical
advice to maintain visitation practices, such as limits on non-essential visitors, to ensure
the safety and health of residents. In addition, it is critical that LTC homes have the
needed resources to implement physical distancing during these visits including staffing
and PPE in order to continue to safely support family visits in a way that protects
residents and staff.
iii)

Ensure Collaborative Testing and Surveillance Strategy

A comprehensive surveillance strategy for LTC homes that includes testing must be in
place to support detection and a timely response to COVID-19. Initial reports suggest
that inadequate access to swabs as well as delayed and/or inaccurate test results
contributed to challenges in containing COVID-19 in some homes. With the expansion of
testing in homes, outbreaks seemed to be smaller in scale.
Considerations must be made for the frequency of testing as well as the type of testing
undertaken. Feedback from staff suggests that the current tests are too invasive and
having to perform these tests twice a month will be difficult for many and may cause
some staff to leave the LTC sector.
The Ministry should:
 Continue to require consistent testing of staff and residents at regular
intervals.
 Identify and implement options to support alternative testing methods that
are less invasive.
 Work with public health to ensure all homes have access to the swabs they
need. This will support enhanced detection and will allow homes to quickly
identify unknown cases or homes in outbreak.
 Ensure results are returned to the LTC home in a timely manner.
 Collaborate with public health to ensure that there are adequate resources in
place to support contact tracing in a coordinated manner.
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iv)

Provide funding to each home to support surveillance testing. Public health
should be required to work with homes where needed.

Ensure Sufficient PPE Supply Levels

Early in the pandemic, we sent out a survey to members regarding PPE and at that time,
nearly half of the respondents indicated that they were understocked in terms of their
PPE supply. Following that, many of our members continuously expressed concerns
about PPE shortages, even while some were in outbreak, which was a contributing factor
to the early spread of COVID-19 in the LTC sector.
While the PPE supply situation has somewhat improved, the prices for supplies have
gone up considerably and some items remain hard to source. As a result, it is critical that
government continue to assist LTC homes with procurement and reimbursement for
PPE supplies, as forcing homes to again use their regular supply chains will result in
undersupplied homes, making them vulnerable to outbreak and putting their residents
and staff at risk. The province must ensure that immediate needs for PPE are met across
the LTC sector to protect residents and staff from the potential of a second wave of
COVID-19.
2. Additional Measures Required to Prevent Further COVID-19 Outbreaks
In addition to the recommendations highlighted above focused on stopping the spread of
COVID-19, we also believe it is critical to address the long-standing issues that contributed to
the spread in the first place. While we recognize that it is the role of the commission to make
recommendations in many of these areas, we firmly believe that some immediate actions must
be taken in order to prevent a second wave of outbreaks in the sector.
A. HHR Supports
i)

Increase Funding for Health Human Resources

The Ministry is in the process of developing a report from its LTC staffing study and we
urge that the recommendations from our 2020 pre-budget submission be reflected in
that report in addition to the following additional suggestions.
In order to stabilize LTC as hospital staff return to work, the Ministry should provide
increased funding to allow homes to recruit additional staff. Specifically, the Ministry
should increase funding to support a minimum provincial average of four hours of care
per resident per day to meet increased acuity as a start. The Ministry should commit to
grow this number to meet the current and future needs in LTC homes. The Ministry
should also identify funding needed for homes to have more full-time staff.
Additionally, to prepare for a potential second wave, each home would need resources to
retain infection prevention and control (IPAC) nurses. Having access to this expertise
will allow homes to increase IPAC measures, which will support outbreak management
and containment.
ii)

Address the Unique Challenges of Northern and Rural Communities

The critical shortage of appropriately trained staff is challenging in urban areas and
desperate in rural and remote Ontario, which undermines the quality of care residents
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deserve. We urge the Ministry to work with our Association and Ontario Health to
proactively prepare emergency human resource plans for these areas. Otherwise, a
potential second wave could have a devastating effect on LTC in these communities.
B. OTHER
i)

Reverse Cuts to Pharmacy Funding

Beginning at the end of 2019, significant changes to pharmacy funding were
implemented and the plan is to phase in further funding reductions over the next four
years. Despite concerns from the long-term care sector, the Ministry of Health has
moved forward with these changes. The pandemic has highlighted the impact that
under-funding in long term care sector has had on resident and staff health and safety.
We strongly urge the province to immediately reverse the funding reductions, and at the
minimum do not undertake further cuts in 2021.
ii)

Include LTC Homes in the Governance Structure of Every Ontario
Health Team

LTC homes are an integral part of the continuum of care and must be a key part of every
Ontario Health Team (OHT), where their expertise and knowledge of this sector can be
leveraged. The Ministry should ensure that LTC homes are integrated into all OHT’s as
mandatory partners, both in their development and in their governance model.
iii)

Addressing Insurance Limitations

The COVID-19 pandemic has meant that LTC homes can only renew existing insurance
policies, but they are not able to increase or enhance their liability coverage. Moreover,
many insurance providers are now putting exclusionary clauses into renewal contracts
omitting liability during pandemics. Without insurance for claims during pandemics,
governance structures (voluntary board members), owners, directors, officers and
possibly even foundations are put at risk of personal liability. We recommend that the
province provide a solution for the sector, such as indemnifying homes ahead of a
potential second wave of outbreaks.
iv)

Develop Strategy for New Development/Redevelopment that
Considers IPAC

The redevelopment of 15,000 beds and building of 15,000 new beds by 2025 in the LTC
sector is well underway. Assuming that the government does not want to continue to
have older beds in older facilities operational for longer than needed, the financial
subsidy available to homes under the current capital development program needs to
increase in order to expedite the process as well as secure funding for the remaining
15,000 beds that need to redevelop by 2025 (30,000 existing beds in total). This is
especially important given that the IPAC assessments demonstrated that 3-4 bed ward
rooms did not work to contain the spread of COVID-19. Moreover, we suggest that the
province allocate additional and specific funding for interior design and furnishings to
improve IPAC within the current designs
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We will be providing additional recommendations related to areas such as health human
resources and LTC home infrastructure modernization over the course of the summer.
We urge the Ministry to keep the existing practices and protocols that we have identified in place
during the pandemic as well as adopt the additional recommendations that we have suggested.
These will be critical to preventing the devastating impact that a second wave of outbreaks could
bring to the vulnerable residents living in Ontario’s LTC homes. We would welcome the
opportunity to meet with you to discuss our recommendations in detail and we look forward to
continuing to work together.
Sincerely,

Lisa Levin
CEO
Cc:

Hon. Merrilee Fullerton, Minister of Long-Term Care
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